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Fig. S1 The molecular structure of the {DyNa} (1).
Fig. S2
The molecular structure of the {DyK} (2). The disorder of the lattice solvent of acetone for compounds 2 is treated with the 53% and 47% occupancy respectively.
Fig. S3
The molecular structure of the {DyRb} (3). The disorder of the lattice solvent of acetone for compounds 3 is treated with the 59% and 41% occupancy respectively.
Fig. S4
The molecular structure of the {DyCs} (4). The disorder of the lattice solvent of acetone for compounds 4 is treated with the 50% and 50% occupancy respectively.
S-6
Fig. S5 The packing diagram along c axis for {DyNa} (1) . The interaction of Na (Na1, Na2) atoms with N atoms (N12', N24') from adjacent molecules and the interaction of N atoms (N12, N24) with Na atoms in nearby molecule extend the compound in the ab plane. Fig. S13 The thermogravity curve states the stability while heating for compound {DyNa} (1), {DyK} (2), {DyRb} (3) and {DyNa} sub (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7); Insets show the calculated mass percentage of the whole solvents in a molecule. The traces of lost gravity in the range from room temperature to 200 and 300 ºC are 0.1267 % and 0.5429 % (5), 0.5510 % and 0.6352 % (6), 0.7364% and 0.9835 % (7), respectively. This loss of gravity might be ascribed to the coordinated and adsorbed water.
S-13 (1), {DyK} (2), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4). (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7), and {DyCs} sub (8).
S-16
Fig. S18 (a)-(d) The magnetic hysteresis curves at 1.8 K for compounds of {DyNa} (1), {DyK} (1), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4). (2), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4), but the narrow range for {DyNa} (1) .
The plots of ac magnetic susceptibilities versus T at temperature range of 2-20 K for compounds of {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7), {DyCs} sub (8), but the narrow range for {DyNa} sub (5). (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7), and {DyCs} sub (8); (h) The Arrhenius fit for {DyNa} (1) and {DyNa} sub .
Fig. S24 (a)-(h)
The optimation of the external magnetic field for compounds {DyNa} (1), {DyK} (2), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4).
Fig. S25 (a)-(f)
The optimation of the external magnetic field for compounds {DyNa} sub (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7); (g)-(h) The Arrhenius fit for {DyK} (2), {DyK} sub (6) and {DyRb} (3), {DyRb} sub (7).
S-20 (1), {DyK} (2), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4). (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7), and {DyCs} sub (8).
S-21
Fig. S28 (a)-(h) The in-phase and out-of-phase of the AC magnetic susceptibilities under a DC field of 1000 Oe at different temperature for compounds {DyNa} (1), {DyK} (2), {DyRb} (3), and {DyCs} (4).
Fig. S29 (a)-(h)
The in-phase and out-of-phase of the AC magnetic susceptibilities under a DC field of 1000 Oe at different temperature for compounds {DyNa} sub (5), {DyK} sub (6), {DyRb} sub (7), and {DyCs} sub (8).
S-22 (1) in the range of 240-690 nm and the fine spectra of transitions from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 13/2 and 6 H 15/2 (insets) within the duration time of 10, 50 and 100 ms respectively. (b) The Gaussian fitting for the spectrum of transition from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 15/2 . The purple lines show the hot bands arising from transition from the first excited state of 4 F 9/2 levels 1 . Fig. S35 (a) The emission spectrum at 77 K for {DyK} (2) in the range of 240-690 nm and the fine spectra of transitions from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 13/2 and 6 H 15/2 (insets) within the duration time of 5, 10 and 20 ms respectively. (b) The Gaussian fitting for the spectrum of transition from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 15/2 . The purple line shows the hot bands arising from transition from the first excited state of 4 F 9/2 levels.
Fig. S36
The emission spectrum at 77 K for {DyRb} (3) in the range of 240-690 nm and the fine spectra of transitions from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 13/2 and 6 H 15/2 (insets) within the duration time of 5, 10 and 20 ms respectively. (b) The Gaussian fitting for the spectrum of transition from 4 F 9/2 to 6 H 15/2 . The purple line shows the hot bands arising from transition from the first excited state of 4 F 9/2 levels. 
